ARMENIANS MASSACRED
VILLAGES ARE BURNED

Kurdish and irregular Turkish troops under Sheikma Pasha March Through Province, Execute Tortures Upon Victims—Survivors Are Driven to the Mountains Where They Must Perish.

Surprise, May 26—Swapping the promises of peace, in July, Pasha Sheikma, a noted Kurdish irregular Turk, has plundered and burned 141 villages and murdered hundreds of Armenian Christians. Survivors of the slaughter fled to the mountains, where they must perish. The reason for the massacre was to prevent Armenians from supporting the Allies in the war. The Pasha and his men are being held responsible for the deaths of 10,000 Armenians.

LOTTERY DRAWING IN PRESIDENT'S OFFICE

South Dakota's Senators Meet by Appointment and the Federal Pandemonium. With the President Turfing the Wheel and the Senators Buying the Paddies.

Washington, May 26—The president's early suppositions regarding the presidential lottery were confirmed today by a midday drawing in which a federal pandemonium was exhibited. The president, secretary of the interior and several of his friends were present and appeared to be enjoying themselves. The tickets were sold for $5 each and the grand prizes were one-half million dollars. The tickets were divided among the fortunate recipients and a generous sum was raised for the relief of the poor.

THAW IS ANXIOUS

He Will Not Consent to Further Postenom of His Case

New York, May 26—Communists have been on the lookout for the fate of Harry W. Thaw, who is expected to be released soon. Thaw is a prominent member of the Socialist Party and is considered a dangerous character. The communists are anxious to know how long Thaw will remain in jail and are preparing to take action if necessary.

PORTUGUESE DISSIDENTS

NOT OF ONE MIND

King Carlos Has Restored a Semblance of Order in Lisbon but Should the Three Facions Among His Enemies Agree, He Would Not Be Able to Hold His Ground for Long.

Lisbon, May 26—With troops in the street and the government still in a state of flux, King Carlos of Portugal has restored some semblance of order in Lisbon. However, if the three factions among his enemies agree, he would not be able to hold his ground for long. The situation is delicate and any misstep could lead to chaos. The king is under pressure to make concessions to the leaders of the anti-government forces, but he is determined to maintain his position.

OFF WITH THE LID

Bryan Will Resume Talking Politics at Tonight's Banquet.

Cleveland Has Two Fire Panic's with Some Thrillling Rescues.

May 26—In the course of two fire panic's this evening in Cleveland, there were some thrilling rescues. In one panic, a man was rescued from a burning building by a fireman who entered the burning building to save the man. In the other panic, a child was rescued from a burning building by a neighbor who entered the burning building to save the child.

SECOND VENIRE

Will Be Challenged by Attorney Smith in the Powers Case

Georgetown, May 26—The challenge of attorney Smith in the Powers case will be heard today. Smith has challenged the jury in the case and is expected to bring new evidence to light. The case involves a controversy over the ownership of a piece of land and has been a source of dispute for many years.

CONGRESS WILL SLAUGHTER

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

It is Estimated That at Least 40,000,000 Words Will Be Spelled in and Around the Capitol During the Session Which Begins Next Monday and the Things Which May Occur.

Washington, May 26—It is estimated that at least 40,000,000 words will be spelled in and around the Capitol during the session which begins next Monday and the things which may occur. The spelling bees, debates, and other activities are expected to continue throughout the session and may lead to some unexpected outcomes.

ALIENISTS CLAIM MRS. BRADLEY WAS INSANE

Experts Who Figured in the Thaw Trial Testify in the Trial at Washington—Indicates New are That the Trial Will Not Be Concluded Before Next Month.

Washington, May 26—That Mrs. Mary E. Bradley is an abnormal woman, as alleged by the Alienists, was indicated by the testimony of the Alienists who figured in the Thaw trial at Washington. The Alienists testified that Mrs. Bradley is suffering from a mental disorder and that her behavior is not normal. The Alienists are expected to continue their testimony in the case and may lead to a conclusion about the sanity of Mrs. Bradley.